
Kevin M. Coleman is the founder of KMC Empowerment where he provides empowering

speeches, leadership training, communication training, professional development training,

and executive coaching to help make individuals and organizations successful. KMC

Empowerment has always been a passion of Kevin. Kevin knew that he had much to offer

those in leadership positions to help make organization reach maximum growth objectives!

This starts with building relationships and partnerships. Therefore, KMC Empowerment was

established to help promote professionalism, work ethic, passion, and relationship building

techniques that will always inspire individuals and organizations to exemplify team excellence.

KMC Empowerment trainings incorporate some of John C. Maxwell’s principles.

The Importance of Communication and the POWER of Connection
The audience will learn how to move beyond communication and move toward connecting with leaders, peers, subordinates 

and the general public. In addition, all attendees will understand the Power of understanding that connecting increases your 

influence in every situation and it goes beyond just words.

The DNA of Influential Leadership: Fundamental and Distinctive Characteristics of Successful Leaders
Great leadership always makes a difference. It can turn organizations around and positively impact the lives of thousands. 

Learning more about leadership will make a difference in you, and you will make a difference in the lives of others. Kevin M.

Coleman will share The DNA of Leadership principles and practices that will up level your leadership skills and abilities. Every

attendee will walk away from this training with at least 10 Leadership Nuggets they can apply to their organization immediately.

The 3 Key Laws to Exponential Business Growth - Keynote
In the Keynote The 3 Key Laws to Exponential Business Growth, the audience will learn how to be an effective next generation 

business leader. Most people understand that they need to grow in order to reach their potential, but few are intentional about it, 

and fewer still have a plan to direct their growth. People plan their vacations, and careers, but invest little time in plotting out 

their professional and business growth. This Keynote will serve as a blueprint for your professional and business growth. This 

interactive Keynote consists of solid examples that will help position you for next generation growth as an individual and 

business.

Leadership Gold: Valuable lessons all current and future leaders must know
In the Keynote Leadership Gold: Valuable lessons all current and future leaders must know, we will discuss how good 

leadership always makes a difference. It can turn organizations around and positively impact the lives of thousands. Learning

more about leadership will make a difference in you, and you will make a difference in the lives of others. Current and future 

leaders will get great takeaways from this training that will make and tremendous impact on how they develop powerful leaders

in the workplace.

Discover Your Leadership Style: Make an Impact on How you Influence the People Around You
In the Keynote Discover Your Leadership Style: Make an Impact on how you Influence the People Around You, the audience 

will learn 13 different leadership styles in an interactive and fun way. There will be role play, open dialog, and in-depth learning 

of how effective you are as a leader given your leadership style. Once the attendee of this Keynote leave the room, he or she

will have a new perspective on themselves and how they lead. We will also discuss the attributes of being and influential leader

no matter what leadership style you have.

We empower you and your team through 

powerful inspirational coaching and training that 
will yield exponential results in performance!
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